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INTRODUCTION

Within one month of the day when the Third US Army

and XIX Tactical Air Command of the Ninth Air Force

began operations together in France, the armored and

infantry divisions and covering fighter-bombers of this

new ground-air team had broken out of NOMANDY into

BRITTANZ, conquered all of that peninsula except three

stubborn ports, firmly secured the line of the LOIRE,

and swept 140 miles beyond liberated PARIS to within

60 miles of the German border.

While the events are still warm these notes and

historical record are written, with the hope that some

of the many lessons in teamwork and technique which

were learned in that eventful month may be of tactical

value. .

0. P. E
Brigadier General, USA,
Cori.anding.



NOTES OGN ORGTIZATIOIT, TACTICS .D~ TECi,7.UE

1. General. The operations of the SIX Tactical Air Command
in the field have proved the basic concepts of FMi 100-20 to be
basically sound.

a. The order of priority of tactical missions:

(1) Attainment and maintenance of air superiority.

(2) Isolation of battlefield.

(3) Close air support to ground units in combat.

2. Air Liaison Officers.

a. There is no provision for air liaison officers for
assignment to corps and divisions in any Tables of Organization
within the Tactical Air Command. Air Liaison Officers are being
used and have proved of extremely great value and have assured
smooth cooperation in joint operations. Provisions should be
made in the Tables of Organization of the Tactical Air Command
for air liaison officers of field grade. In this Command they
have been carried as overages and have consequently been blocked
in promotion and have blocked promotions of deserving officers in
the Command.

b. It became apparent in the early stages of rapid ad-
vances of army divisions that one air support party per armored
division was inadequate. The armored divisions of the Third Army
habitually advance in two or three columns, each comprising a
combat command. Because of their physical separation and rapid
movement, it was found necessary to provide an air support party
for each combat command. A sufficient number of air support
parties, complete with equipment and operating personnel, should
be provided for in Air Corps Tables of Organization to furnish
three parties for armored divisions. In the current campaign
these parties have been improvised.

3. Communications. Wire communications for the Command, and
control between the various elements of the Tactical Air Command,
have proved unsatisfactory under conditions of rapid advances.
This was due to long lines of communication, cutting of lines by
saboteurs, shortage of wire, shortage of repeater and carrier
equipment, shortage of maintenance, construction and operating
personnel. A s--stem of radio teletype and telephone should be de-
veloped capable of carrying all Tactical Air Force's communication
loads. The equipment and personnel to maintain and operate this
system should be incorporated in Tables of Organization of Air
Forces and Tactical Air Commands.
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Air Control. The assignment and operation of a

Center with Fi-hter Wiings has proven un t+.-oa_
~r tory for offensive Tactical Air Control purposes. To overcome

this, all aircraft warning units, fighter control squadrons and
i radio intercept "Y" service have been organized into a provis-

ional Tactical Control Group and placed directly under the con-
trol of the Advanced Headquarters, XIX Tactical Air Commando
Elements of the Tactical Control Group are maintained very close
behind the advanced ground troops and close to, but not necessar-
ily with, the Advanced Tactical Air Command Headquarters.

5. Supply and Transportation. An adequate air service
command and aviation engineer command are absolutely essential
to the mobile tactical air force and have proved their worth in
this theater. Because of the pooling of motor transportation in
the communications zone, the Air Service Command has not always
been able to adequately supply or move the tactical units. I
strongly believe the Air Service Command should have sufficient
motor transport to move and supply the tactical units over dis-
tances up to three hundred (300) miles. It is beli- 'ed the
service team should be an organic part of the combat group in a
mobile Tactical Air' Command.

6. Airdrome Squadrons. Airdrome squadrons have proved in-
valuable in maintaining tactical operations by refueling and re-
arming units at advanced landing grounds. They have also proved
their worth in temporarily servicing tactical groups at new air-
dromes while the group's ground personnel was being leap-frogged
forward.

7. P-47 Aircraft and API A1mmunition. The P-47 airplane
has been extensively used ith very great success in strafing
locomotives, trains, motor transport, horse-drawn transport and
armored vehicles. Armor-piercing incendiary ammunition has been
shown to be far more effective on these strafing operations than
the mixed loading of two armor-piercing, two incendary and one
tracer. Likewise, it has been found far more effective in use
against hostile aircraft in the air and on the ground. It is
recommended that straight API ammunition be furnished fighter-
bomber groups.

8. Rockets. The trackless, high-velocity, five-inch
rocket has been thoroughly tested under combat conditions in
this Command. It has been found to be accurate and especially
effective against tanks, armored vehicles; locomotives and gun
positions. It adds little to the plane in weight, detracts
little in speed, and, considering its flexibility, it is con-
sidered an extremely valuable tactical weapon and i_ reconmmended
for all fighter-bombers.

9. Armored Column Cover.

I i ~ A a ' ' i@1 'ce of assigninX to one fighter-bomber group
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the task of providing continuous cover for M^
ing daylight hours proved most satisfactory. Groups are directed'
to furnish 8 to 12 aircraft for cover to armored columns. As each "'
flight approaches, 'the leader checks in by radio with the flight
leader being released, also with the Air Support Party radio on
the ground. Suitable targets left to be attacked are passed to
the flight picking up the patrol. SOP with flights is to patrol
ahead to a distance of 35 miles seeking out possible strong points
or pockets of resistance which might hamper the forward movement
of our armor. Such targets are attacked and also reported to the
armored column.

b. The Germans' camouflage discipline is excellent.
Pilots, however, after 15 or 20.missions could pick out irregu-
larities of shadow along roads, which disclosed the presence of
the enemy.

c. Both the number"of planes, 8 or 12, and their bomb
load varied with the amount of enemy armor-opposing the movement
of our column and the possibility of encountering enemy aircraft.
For example, in the area between LE,,ATS and FOTAhIIEBLEU, where
few thick-skinned enemy vehicles were encountered, it was possible
almost to dispense with carrying bombs, since the desired results
could be obtained by strafing. In the LTMTES-GASSICOURT area,
close to PARIS and the enemy's fighter fields, only one-third of
our aircraft were bombed up because of the frequency of encounters
with enemy planes.

d. It has been proven quite conclusively that our .50
cal. API ammunition can, and has, destroyed enemy armor. Pilots
have repeatedly reported tanks being set afire by low-altitude
strafing from the rear. Evidently ricochet bullets found their
way into the engine section through exhaust and cooling vents.

10. Air-Ground Communications. At the outset of the campaign,
C Channel was used for all communication between aircraft and
ground forces. This channel proved badly over-crowded, however,
and early communication difficulties were overcome by-assigning
frequencies as follows: Button A--Group frequency and homing.
Button B--Air-Ground communication with VIII and XII Corps.
C--Corunication with all aircraft of Ninth Air Force. D--Air-
Ground colmrunication with XV and ]0 Corps.

11. Altitude of Operations. Operations under 3,500 feet
lwere found to be irmpracticable for fighter-bombers because of
the damage inflicted by the intense light flak encountered over
concentrations of enemy troops. The P-51 was found to be much
more susceptibl to serious damage by light flak then the P-47,
because of the former's liquid-cooled engine and its somewhat
lighter construction.
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__ le balfit^'atherh For dive-bombing our operations required
a 5,000-foot ceiling with broken cloud. For armed reconnaissance
the minimum was .3,500 feet with broken cloud. For take-off from
base, minimum conditions were 1,000-foot ceiling and three miles
visibility.

13. Frequency of Operation. Two group missions, or six
squadron missions, per day per group proved to be the most desir-
able average scale of effort. Our squadrons had been reduced in
number from 16 to 12 ships, since this gave added flexibility and
was adequate for ,any task encountered. Two group sorties per day
thus meant 72 individual airplane sorties, and it was found that
this scale of effort could -be maintained day in and day out with-
out affecting maintenance. As a general policy, each group- was
allowed one day off for maintenance every 7 to 10 days. Also, two
missions with 12-plane squadrons was the maximum that could be
supported with the flow of replacement aircraft.

14. Bomb Loading.

a. The most frequently used loading consisted of two
500-pound general-purpose bombs with instantaneous fuse. This
bomb was found suitable against most military installations not
protected by reinforced concrete or heavy masonry. The 500-lb.
general-purpose bomb was also used satisfactorily, with 8 to 11
seconds delay fuse, for cutting railroad lines, the bomb being
driven into the side of an embankment by minimum-altitude skip-
bombing methods. Tith a 6 to 12-hour delay fuse, the same bomb
was dropped on highways to discourage road movement by night.
When the Germans were endeavoring to'escape across the SEITE,
these bombs with long-delay fusing were dropped in the water
close to ferry slips.

b. Fragmentation bombs were used less extensively than
the 500-pound GP because this swift "end-run" type of campaign
offered fewer opportunities for their effective employment. The
Argentan pocket was an outstanding exception, and frags were used
there with excellent results. Frag clusters and, to a lesser ex-
tent, the 260-pound anti-personnel fragnentation bonb, were
employed against personnel and thin-skinned vehicles.

c. iTapalm was found to be a very good weapon if properly
employed on the proper targets. zAong its advantages are the fact
that:

(1) It can be dropped from a. low altitude without
danger to the aircraft, and

(2) It completely so thers the target :itl intense
flames, burning everything combustible and estroyi:n- personnel
by anoxia, carbon monoxide poisoning and burning. It is partic-
ularly adapted for attack, on deep s elters, because of its effect



upon the ventilating system. In att ef_
fectiveness of artillery pieces was e '-or des-
troyed by Napalm's intense heat. For Napalm the regular %tlly
tank (usually the 150-gallon type) was used, with a detonator but
no fins. Dropping Was done from minimum altitude by visual
methods, without use of a sight.

d. Virtually no 1,000-pound .bombs were used during the
mobile warfare of August, tVwo 500-pound bombs being found more
effective for most purposes.

15. Radius of Action. Effective radius for the P-47 with
full bomb loa_ but without spare tank was 200 miles; the 150-gallon
tank increased' this to 350 miles; For the P-51 the radius was 325
miles on fighter-sweeps without tanks, or about 600 miles with 150-
gallon tank, although this much range i-s rarely needed in tactical
operations of the type conducted thus far by this Command.

16. Airfield Surface. A minimum of 5,000 feet proved necessary
for taking off with full tank and two 500-pound bombs, since most
of our fields had a dip or roll and acceleration was not so rapid
as on a hard-surfaced runway. Hessian waterproof material proved
very satisfactory when laid on a graded surface. Considerably
better than such landing grounds, however, were established air-
fields captured from the Germans and repaired, such as those at
RMT'ES, CIAT2AUDUIT and ST. DIZIER. Such fields had extensive dis-
persal areas and were large enough to accommodate two groups.

17. Flank Protection. The swift pace of General Patton's
advance pose- many new problems, one of the most important of
which was protection of the long flank along the LOIR2. The task
of watching that flank and preventing any dangerous concentration
was turned over entirely to the air--an important milestone in.
the history of air warfare. This tasdk was successfully carried
out by vigilant tactical and photographic reconnaissance backed by
our fighter-bombers, who were continually attacking enemy troops
and transport, interdicting movements by road and rail and keeping
the enemy constantly off balance so that small units had little
chance to "snowball into effective opposition. The full results
of these efforts were not apparent until the middle of September,
wvien the G-erma- general commanding 20,000 troops south of the
LOIRE surrendered, with all his officers and men, to the TTS Ninth
Army and to the Commanding General, IIX TAC e:_is capitulation
resulted from three factors: relentless air attack, effective
action by French Forces of the Interior, and the cutting of the
only remaining escape route by junction of the US Third and
Seventh ArImies

18. OCerations on Fronts 350 .:iles -art. t1hen 3BRST still
h_'d out a "2hird Arry I's ain attack nieanwhl!e moved w.ell to the
east of PARIS, the Cozmland found itself operating simultaneously
on fronts 350 miles apart. This proved entirely practical because
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of the flexibility and range of air power.

19. Situation Map. So rapid was the advance and so wide the
extent of the front, that it was found impracticable to continue
maintaining the general situation on a map of 1 to 100,000 scale.
General Patton's spearheads were continually running off the map,
even though it was maintained on boards aggregating 16 feet long
and 8 feet high. Accordingly the 1 to 250,000 map was substituted
and proved satisfactory.

20. Reconnaissance and Intelligence. Reconnaissance, intelli-
gence technique, and teamwork between the A-3 and A-2 sections im-
proved materially in the course of the month, and were reflected
in the results achieved in hunting down the enemy's air force and
catching his aircraft on the ground, in attacking enemy transport
attempting to escape into Germany from south of the LOIRE and in
providing direct aid for the ground forces.
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STRAFING AND BOMBII'TG MT, TROOPS,
HORSE-DRAVWN VEHICLES, ETC., ON ROADS

DESTRUCTION OF LOCOMOTIVES AN ROLLING STOCK
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jto Ground Units in Combat.

DESTRUCTION OF TANKS AND ARMORED VEHICLES
BY BOMBING OR STRAFING WITH API AMMUNITION

BOMBING AND STRAFING ANTI-TANK GUNS AND ARTILLERY
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DESTRUCTION OF SUPPLY AIID A2'UNITION DUYPS

BOMlfBIG AND STRAFING TROOP COLUMNS AND CONCENTRATIONS
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A FIGHTER-BOMBER BLOWING UP All A NITION TRUCK
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THE BACKGROUND, IN BRIEF

Third US Army

Third Army had been in Germany before, as its shoulder patch
attests--a white "A" and red "0" 'on a field of blue representing
Army of Occupation.

Lieutenant General George S. Patton, Commanding, made no
secret of the fact that his ,Army was going to Germany again, and in
the shortest possible time.

At 1500 hours on 6 July, Third Army arrived in France from
England, establishing headquarters at IEEIOU, 1TO2RMA7DY. Assignment
of units was as follows: .-

VIII Corps -- 4th Armored Division, 6th Armored Division,
8th Infantry Division, and 83rd Infantry Division.

XII Corps -- 80th Infantry Division.

XV Corps -- 5th Armored Division, 79th Infantry Division,
and 90th Infantry Division.

XX Corps -- 7th Armored Division, 28th Infantry Division,
and 2nd French Armored Divisions

The initial objective of Third US Army when it became oper-
ational on 1 August was: To drive south and southwest from present
location (AVRAITCTIES), secure area RESES-FOUGERES, then west to
capture BRITTANY PEIITSULA and to open BRITTATY ports.

XIX Tactical Air Command

XIX Tactical Air Command, under Brigadier General 0. P. 7,eyland,
had been operating from England for months as a part of IX Fighter
CoLEand.

General 'Weyland had taken corzand on 4 February 1944 at
ALDi.MAST-01T COURT, near I- SITG, B CSI:IuT, ard subsecuently trwo
wings and seven groups of fighter-bombers had been placed under the
administrative control of the CoLremand. These units were the 100th
Wing, comprising the 354th, 358th, 362nd an 3653rd Groups; and the
303rd ' ing, consisting of the 36th, 373rd and 406th Groups. Five
of the seven were P-47 groups, while two -- the 354th and 363rd--
flew P-51s. The crack 354th Group had been the first P-51 outfit to
go operational in this theater and all four of the 100th ,fing groups
had flown many missions from East nMglian bases in support of Eighth
Air Force heavy bombers during the winter and early spring.

-.,.«* . . .» . - - - - _ - _ .- . - B S r BSAd
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part in the mounting crescendo of attack fwhich preceded the invasion
and aided in supporting both the landing on D-day and the subsequent
advance into N7ORL4ADY.

During the period when First Army was the only American army in
France, the SIX TAC groups based in COiA;21DY were under the oper-
ational control of IX Tactical Air Cormzand, supporting First Army.

I'.hen the IX TAC noved to France with the First Army, General
l'eyland assumed Conmand of the IX Fighter Cormand in England, and
with it assumed operational control of all fighter-bomber groups of
the I' and XIX T.Cs based in England. These groups were moved to
France as rapidly as operating fields became available, and when
.General .'eyland fle;w over late in ,Ju q ;, the Fighter Cormnand was
dissolved. . ....

¢ith the advent of Third Arrmy on 1 August, IX' Tactical Air
Comand tool: un the task for which it had been created--air support
of an army in the Field. The Command's advance headquarters had
arrived in France on 2 July, and, after a short stay in the vicinity
of CSICqDV~ZLLE, had moved to the :I0OU area, close to General
Patton's headquarters. Army and Air Connmmand had been working to-
gether in EIngland during the training and planning stages and accord-
-ingly were 'tell prepared to function as a closely integrated tean.

The Situation

Following the capture of C;-30JURG and the conquest of nost of
the C c:z.1o1:A, operations had slowed almost to a stand-
still along a line running roughly east to west, in the nmerican
sector, from LASAY to PERIERS and ST. LO. In this typical lforman
"bocage" country, consisting of small fields and orchards with
hedges and deep drainage ditches, the enery had made the rost of
the terrain and was putting up a strong defense.

To break up the deadlock, "Operation Cobra" was planned. On
25 July 1944, the Cobra struck -- a concentrated attack by sorae
3,000 aircraft, ranging from ht.avies and mediums to light and
fighter-bonbers, upon enemy defenses in a narrow sector along the
PE~IES-ST. LO road. This histtory-making operation had the desired
effect. Like the blasting of a dam, it per.:itted American infantry
and armor to break through' the defended zone and roll svswiftly
southward. Just one reekl after .peration Cobra, care the long-
awaited jum-off o0 Third Arry and -IS TAC.
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AIR OPERATIONLz LASSlFIlE
Part I: The Brittany Blitz.

1 August 1944.

On 31 July 1944, XIX Tactical Air Command moved its advance
headquarters southward from the vicinity of NEHOU and pitched
its tents in the inevitable Norman apple orchards a mile or so
east of the main north-south highway between LESSAY and COUTATCES.
Close at hand was Third Army's advance CP.

The time had come to unsheathe Uncle Sam's "secret weapon"--
the Third Army-XT= TAC combination--and at 0001 hours on
1 August this ground-air team became operational. It was a psy-
chological moment, pregnant with huge possibilities affecting
the entire future course of the war, for US armor was just making
its great drive past AVRA.TCHES, bursting out of the Norman hedge-
row country at last into the comparatively open spaces of
BRITTANY.

At the Command's disposal at the outset were three groups
of P-47 fighter-bombers-- the 365th, 358th and 371st-- operating
under 84th Wing. All had previously been under the operational
control of IX Tactical Air Command, supporting First US Army,
and all were based in the NORMANDY PETINSULA. For tactical and
photographic reconnaissance this Command had the 10th Reconnais-
sance Group, whose accomplishments included remarkable low-level
photography of the invasion beaches before D-Day. This group,
however, was still based in England, except for one squadron which
was operating with 67th Reconnaissance Group from a NORMANDY base.

In the Command's first operations order, two of the three
fighter-bomber groups were assigned to fly armored column cover
for the 4th and 6th Armored Divisions, already rolling southward
beyond AVRACHEES. The third group was ordered to fly armed recon-
naissance over the heart of BRITTATY, toward which General Patton's
spearheads were pointed.

Armored column cover was so arranged as to maintain eight
fighter-bombers constantly in the air over each armored division,
the eight-plane flights being relieved every hour. Theirs was
the double duty of preventing attack by enemy air and of knocking
out anything which might hold up the armored column. Planes and
tanks worked closely together, talking to each other by VIF radio.

Armed recce's task was the longer-range mission of isolating
the battlefield, spotting and breaking up any concentration of
strength, keeping the enemy constantly off balance and interfering
with his efforts either to reinforce or to run away. Bridge-
wrecking, however, was tabooed from the outset,,lest it interfere
with the rapid advance of our forces. So swift was the pace that

Mt, I I
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ILtULM4 1t^tf jftnemY had no time to blow his bridges behind him.
Takeoff of our planes on the first day of operations was de-

layed until late afternoon by bad weather over the bases, but in
the short time remaining they flew ten missions comprising 147
sorties and dropped 22 tons of bombs. No enemy aircraft were en-
countered and our groups suffered no losses.

Hay wagons carrying concealed AA guns were spotted and bombed
by 358th Group, which also dumped high-explosive on the marshalling
yard at LAMBALLE and attacked miscellaneous road and rail traffic.

Flying armored column cover to 6th Armored Division, 365th
Group reported three 88-mm guns knocked out by three direct hits
with 500-pound GP bombs. Co;-ering 4th Armored Division, 371st
Group planes put eight 500-pounders in a field reported to con-
tain gun positions.

Other results included cutting of three railroad lines, damage
to two freight cars, destruction of 22 motor vehicles and 2 armored
vehicles and damage to 9 more of the enemy's dwindling motor trans-
port. Targets attacked included a fuel dump as well as a marshal-
ling yard and six gun positions.

In this highly mobile form of warfare the leading armor often
outran its communications, and the army's latest information on
the location of its spearheads frequently came from reconnaissance
or fighter-bomber pilots.

To make the most of this source of information, our pilots
on armored column cover were instructed to include i-n their
reports, whenever possible, the point at which the head of the
column was last observed.

2 August 1944.

On 2 August, another Wing-- the 100th-- and two more groups--
the 405th and 363rd-- were placed under the Command's operational
control. They were needed, for General Patton's armored spear-
heads, thrusting deep into BRITTAIY, required constant column
cover and extensive armed reconnaissance ahead and on their flanks.

Equally important was protection of the AVRATJS bottleneck,
where US troops and supplies were pouring over the bridges and
where the enemy was beginning to apply pressure in an effort to
paralyze the armored fingers probing past the Breton capital of
REINES and towar-' the great port of BREST.

Accordingly, in addition to ordering continuous fighter cover
over the area by 363rd Group's P-51s, General Weyland and his Com-
bat Operations Officer, Colonel James Ferguson, instructed groups
flying armored column cover to make periodic sweeps over
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rear elements of the-colu.ms, in the direl hn off ,r L, .

-s it developed, 363rd Group was grounded all day by weather,
but the other groups were able to operate after about 1000 hours.

A:mong targets successfully attacked were seven Tiger tanks,
destroyed by 500-pound bombs from 405th Group P-47s on armed recon-
naissance of the north coast of BaiTT.2f. The tanks, in a reported
assembly area for armor, were endeavoring to hide themselves by a
smokescreen.

Our groups on armored column cover were having difficulty in
contacting ground control. Targets which they succeeded in knocking
out, however, included several troublesome gun positions. In one
case, 371st Group P-47s put 16 500-pound bombs on eight gun posi-
tions; all were silenced. Another gun knocked out by planes from
the same group had been accurately marked by the ground troops with
white smoke.

Our armed reconnaissance now was reaching out to cover most of
BRITT'NY, all the way south to the LOIRE, while tactical reconnais-
sance began to extend even farther. Eleven Tac/R missions were
flown. P-47s of 355th Group, flying arrmed reconnaissance of the
south and east flank in the iG,=S-ITiSS-AGERS-LAVAL area, found
little to attack, but bombed railroad targets.

In all, 23 combat missions comprising 223 sorties were florn,
and 35-3/4 tons of bombs wfere-dropped, representing a decided in-
crease over the previous day's activity. There were no claims
against enemy aircraft, but two planes were lost to flak.

Claims against ground targets included a locomotive destroyed
and three damaged, a railroad line cut, a freight car destroyed, 35
motor vehicles destroyed and 24 damaged, 7 Tiger tanks and a half-
trac destroyed, two gun positions destroyed and one damaged, a gas
tank destroyed, a marshalling yard and five troop concentrations
attacked.

Despite the cover afforded, 4th Armored Division reported it
was attacked by enemy aircraft during the day. ::ost of the enemy's
attacking, however, was done under cover of night. By single sortie
and small groups, enemy aircraft bombed and strafed roads and bridges
in the vicinity of AVRA.,CES during the night of 2-3 August, begin-
ning at about dusk. But the southward-flowing torrent of troops and
supplies continued, undiminished.

3 August 1944.

Over roads filled with Third Army troops and supplies moving up,
the Command advanced its headquarters on 3 August to the vicinity of

BEAUCEA1.~~~PS, east of G?.AIWIM 
tton' 5~~v

BEAUCFAI-lPS, east of GRPUVILL tton's
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CP amid the usuahe g apple trees.

The enemy was continuing to withdraw before the armored elements
of VIII Corps, but was concentrating in the RSIEMES and ST. IvALO areas
and preparing to counterattack west from I.O0RTAIN to cut the corridor
at AVRA.CEES.

Through the bottleneck General Patton was pouring his XV Corps,
to face east below AVRAICHES and protect the rear of VIII Corps'
operations in BRITTAIY.

Accordingly, the air plan for the day provided cover for the XV
Corpst 79th Infantry and 5th Armored Division in the vicinity of
FOUGERES and ST., JATJES, in addition to protection of bridges and
roads in the AVPRIC ES-POItTAUBOULT area and continued cover for the
three armored columns thrusting west through BRITTIY. Of these
spearheads, the 4th Armored Division was in the vicinity of M0RDELLE,
southwest of =ITNES. The 6th Armored, under orders to advance through
the center of the Peninsula, had reached the area of JUGON; and
General Ernest's Task Force, cutting off the north coast, was some
five miles west of DIITAT.

Units supporting armored columns were directed in the day's oper-
ations order to contact the appropriate ground station when approach-
ing the head of the column. If no targets were given, and if the
area was free of enemy aircraft, they were instructed to sweep ahead
of. the column for up to 30 miles, attacking any military objectives
that might obstruct its progress. This move to increase fighter-
bomber effectiveness was made possible by-the lightness of opposition
put up by the German Air Force.

'Jeather on this date, however, was most unfavorable, with bases
non-operational much of the day because of low stratus, nimbo-stratus
and light rain showers. Only six missions, of eight aircraft each,
were able to take off, and four were unsuccessful because of weather,
all bombs being jettisoned or returned to base. The other two
missions resulted in destruction or damaging of 40-odd motor and
horse-drawn vehicles, including armmunition trucks, in the path of
thle th and 6th Armored Divisions. Total sorties were 48; tons of
bombs dropped, 3-1/4. One aircraft was lost. Twenty-four tactical
reconnaissance ar' two photographic reconnaissance sorties were flown.

Continued night attacks on troops moving through the A"VRTACHES
area brought a request from Third Arry that night fighter protection
be accorded. Since aircraft of the Cormmand do not include night
fighters, this request lias referred to I7.inth Air Force and the desired
protection was af' rded by If. Air Defense Command.

"Mgt02:0!t a 4
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The fourth day of.Third Army-XIX TAC operations found the enemy
still withdrawing south and west before our armored columns in
southern and central BPJ TTNUY and retiring into the defenses- of
ST. L:ALO in the north, but meanwhile putting pressure on the AVR'TCI3-
corridor from the area of I.DCRT,[JUT.

XV Corps was now pushing southeast from FOUG.P..3 while TIll
Corps armor continued its BRITTANY blitz and the attack on ST. L1tLC
was begun by General Ernest's armored task force and the 83rd Infan-
try Division.

Although only four groups were available and' low ceilings over
bases prevented operations until 1050 hours, the scale of air
activity rose sharply on this date to 50 missions comprising -24
sorties.

Several air support requests were received through G-3 (Air) of
Third Arry and were acted upon by dispatching a mission or, if possi-
ble, by vectoring planes already in the air.

One urgent request was relayed through VIII Corps because
failure of 4th Armored Division's 'Tv prevented direct contact with
the covering aircraft. It called for irnmediate air attack on a col-
umn of enemy tanks in a wood.- A squadron of 358th Group was ordered
to attack and subsequently reported sixteen 500-pound bombs in the
target area, with a good concentration on 15 tanks.

Troops assaulting ST. 1AL0 were encountering strong concrete
pillbox defenses and were being shelled by ships in the harbor.
Requests for bomber assistance in attacking these targets were trans-
mitted to NIinth Air Force, but in the meantime the warships were
bombed and strafed by our Thunderbolts in the face of intense flak.

Besides supporting the attack on ST. IHALO and the advance of
the 4th and 6th Armored Divisions, our aircraft flew armed recces
as far south as A1TGERS and eastward to LAIVAL along the route of the
swiftly advancing XV Corps. Tactical and photographic reconnaissanice
planes were also busy along the flanks and routes of advance.

Some aircraft were damaged by flak, but no planes or pilots were
lost and there were no claims against enemy aircraft. The four grou-s
in action-- the 405th, 365th, 358th and 371st-- dropped 52- tozns of
bombs on targets, and results of bouncbing and strafing incluCe.. a rail
line cut, 6 freight cars destroyed, 57 I: destroyed and 5 i:.;--;ed,
5 supply dumps and a fuel dump destroyed, an aro:red vehicle d- . '.
a fuel vehicle destroyed, and a naval vessel set a-fir. if-r-c '
centration and 15 bivouac areas Twere attacked.

iI, :f -IL=-



5 August 1944.

36th, was placed under cormmand of XIX TAC
on 5 August, raising the order of battle to five groups.

Third Army's swift advances continued, both eastward and west-
ward, but otherwise there was little change from the previous day.
As before, the air plan provided cover for armored and infantry
columns, and armed recces to aid in destruction of the enemy on the
BRITTANhY P=ENISULA and in advance of the eastward-pushing XV Corps,
which was now joined by XX Corps.

Only part of the day was flyable, since the wind blew low stratus
clouds from the English Channel onto coastal airdromes at about 1100
hours and they were not clear until late afternoon. Nevertheless,
246 combat sorties and 10 successful tactical and photographic recon-
naissance missions were flown. Forty-four tons of bombs were dropped,
and results included 58 motor vehicles, a headquarters, 9 horse-drawn
vehicles, and 8 gun positions destroyed, plus damage to a naval vessel
in ST. ,'AJLO Harbor.

"A successful day," writes Tajor James G. }fartin, IV, of the G-3
(Air) Section, Third Army, in his "History of the Employment of the
Air Arm in Support of Third US Army". "The air was kept comparatively
free of enemy aircraft and many ground targets were hit. Progress of
the ground attack on all fronts was aided materially."

Among the targets which might have caused the ground troops
trouble were three self-propelled heavy guns, knocked out by eight
bombs from eight P-47s of 405th Group, flying support for the 4th
A.:rmored Division.

TTwo other 500-pounders, dropped by 371st Group planes support-
ing 83rd Division in the ST. IZALO area, hit buildings which apparently
contained explosives. Three or more detonations followed the bomb
hits, and red flames shot to 400 feet.

One of the prime objects of our reconnaissance in the area of
AETC-IRS and south of the LOIRE was location of the llth Panzer Divi-
sion, which was persistently reported to be moving no\rth to strike
our.forces around RE3ITES in the flank. The division never materalized
on our front, although a few elements may have been present for a time
in the vicinity of AIIGERS. The division eventually turned up in
southern France. opposing the invading US Seventh Army.

In the first five days of Blitz warfare, US style,A Third Army
had conquered most of BRITTiU7Y and in support XIX TAN fighter-bombers
had flown 1,088 sorties. In the face of our patrols, the Luftwaffe
had put up no resistance at all by daylight. Our losses totaled only
three aircraft and a partial list of the destruction and damage
caused by our planes included 250 motor vehicles, 12 tanks, 9 horse-
drawn vehicles, 4 locomotives, 9 railroad cars and 2 naval vessels
dest:. ,v0W ~ d ~ . i-^ lines cut; 17 gun positions, 7 fuel
and Itrim:l, , i yards, a gas tank, a headquarters,
and S or c Ago. s attacked.

:



6 August 1944.

By dawn of the s
Ing a new phase. The enemy was withdrawing to concentration points
at BREST, LORIMTi, ST. I;LO and the PAD,:POL PENITSULA, and except for
those hard cores of resistance, virtually all of BRITTANY was in US
hands. R3INES had fallen almost without a struggle, and the airfield
sites around this capital city of BRITTANY soon became available for
our reconnaissance group and for some of our fighter-bombers. These
sites were not only much closer to the scene of operations but also
usually enjoyed better weather than the bases in the ITOPIIDY PFENCIN-
SULA.

'Jith the enemy on the defensive except in the I.IORTAIN area, where
he was still trying to cut our traffic artery through AV1IrC.TS,
General Patton now pressed eastward in an encircling movement which
threatened to strike the rear of the German forces facing the First
US Army and the British in the area of MORTAITN and VIRS.

Heanwhile he continued the BRITT.AIY campaign and set out to
secure the line of the LOI1E for 'protection of his right flank.

Below the LOIRE were enough German troops to cause considerable
trouble for the relatively small forces available to hold the river
line. G-2 estimated the enemy's strength in that area to be about
20,000. The task of taking care of this flank was turned over to
General Wzeyland by General Patton completely, with an expression of
his confidence in the ability of the air to spot any danger from this
quarter by reconnaissance and to prevent concentrations or large move-
ments by means of its fighter-bombers. In the days which followed,
the roads, rails and marshalling yards south of the LOIRE were kept
under constant close surveillance, and General 7Ieyland's fighter-
bombers were frequently able to dissuade enemy elements from corming
up north of the river. The principal cities of the LOIRE were quickly
seized by Third Army, and no real threat on this flank ever developed.
When large movement eventually took place it was eastward-- in the
effort to get back to Germany-- and XIX TACis fighter-bombers were
able to interfer with that ambition too.

In view of the entrance upon a new phase, the main weight of
XIX TAC's air power was shifted on 6 August to the eastern front and
LOIRE Valley, with patrols over the danger area in the AVRANCIES
corridor.

Squadrons covering XV Corps' 79th, 90th,-and 5th Arnored Divi-
sions in the area between LJVAL and .AEiS found the hunting good,
especially in tanks. One P-47 was lost; while strafing tanks, it
"mushed in" and exploded.

7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ 3eth1; SE
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U;1 PLAjlk4)e U8^Alo ^totaled 2953.. There were no enemy air-

craft claims, but 35J tons of bombs were dropped on varied targets.
Claims included 9 locomotives, 20 freight cars, 135 motor vehicles,. 7
armored vehicles and 35 field guns destroyed; also 3 locomotives, 46 MT.
14 armored vehicles and 6 small boats damaged. Attacks were also made
on an enemy airdrome, a highway bridge, an ammunition dump and a flak
position. In addition, 26 successful tactical and photographic recon-
naissance missions were flown, and B-26s of IX Bomber Command attacked
the defenses of ST. MAI0' in response to our request of 4 August.

"A successful day," pronounced Third Army's G-3 (Air) Section,
"with attacks on all types of targets, from boats to field guns. l1ove-
ment east, south and west by ground troops was greatly facilitated."

During the night of 6-7 August the enemy's nocturnal bombing
operations struck close to the Third Army - XIX TAC command post.
Flares illuminated the entire area and bombs were dropped in the
vicinity, causing some damage, although no harm was done to headquarters~

7 August 1944

To meet its increased responsibilities, the strength of XIX TAC
was now again augmented and its stature rose to nine full groups of
fighter-bombers. These consisted of the 36th, 358th, 362nd, 371st,
373rd, 405th and 406th (all equipped with P-47s) and the 354th and
363rd groups (flying P-51s). Seven of these groups and both of the
wings -(the 100th and 303rd) had been under administrative control of
the Command for months in the old IX Fighter Command days in England,
so the basis for effective tearmork was firmly laid.

At the same time it became apparent that the eneny's air was
growing more aggressive, in the effort to check the threatened en-
circlement and destruction of his army south of the SEINE. 'iiord was
received that in the early moring hours serious damage had been caused
by an enemy air attack on a US supply column in the vicinity of
ST. HILAIRE DE HARCOUET, southwest of I-ORTATII where First Army was
holding the line against German counter-attacks toward AVITdTCIEtS.

This augury of action was fully fulfilled. It was a day of hard
fighting, and when it was over our claims included destruction of 33
aircraft (14 destroyed, 1 probably destroyed and 3 damaged in the air
and 19-0-4 on the ground). Ten planes and pilots were lost.

Sorties hit a new high, with a total of 601. Bomb tons on tar-
gets totaled 62, and claims included 2 locomotives, 106 freight cars,
12 tanks, 98 1I, 90 horse-dravm vehicles, and a highway bridge and
5 barges destroyed; also 19 freight cars, 9 LI? and 10 armored vehicles
damaged; and a marhlalling yard attacked. Thirty-two Trac/R sorties
were flown.

Part of the bag of enemy aircraft was obtained when inforration
was received that CILiJ1TRIS airfield was ripe for attack. Twelve P~47s

*O^ ...... -, K„
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of 36th Group, flying armored column cover t X X 's, U Ii
ordered by radio to attack the field. Eight bombs were dropped, with
resulting destruction of six aircraft (3 M-E-109s, 2 FWJ-190s and a
JU-52) and damage to three other FW-190s.

Thirteen more enemy planes were wiped out by 12 P-51 pilots of
the veteran 354th Group who found a well-camouflaged field six miles
east of CYGA TRES. Their strafing attack destroyed 12 2E-109s and a
TJ-88, but cost three of our crack fighters.

Another squadron of P-51s, on patrol in the ILAYEE1 area, was
vectored to intercept 12 IE-109s, destroying five and damaging two
for loss of two planes and two pilots, one of whom was seen running
from his ship.

Meanwhile Third Army's columns, with their cover of planes- dive-
bombing and 'strafing, pressed forward in BRITTANY and to the east in
the area of LAVAL and TAYE!HN. Tank battles were seen in the VIRE-
ITORTAIN sector, and our planes took a hand in them. In one attack,
seven P-47s of 405th Group claimed destruction of 12 tanks, five staff
cars, four half-tracs (three of them carrying flak guns) and four light
flak positions, plus damage to four other tanks.

Our armed recces now were reaching far beyond PARIS as well as
south of the LOIRE. Several trains and a power plant were success-
fully attacked as far east as TROYES and SOISSOITS.

On this date Third Army moved its headquarters from the vicinity
of BEAUCII2TS to a point near ST. JAIZS, well below the AVRALTCGES
bottleneck. :ZIX TAC's forward echelon likewise moved, but. serious
communications troubles developed and for several days operations con-
tinued to be conducted by the small rear echelon at the previous site.
The enemy's counter-attack toward AVLITCHES was in progress, and our
lines of cozmmunication twere cut nightly by enemy saboteurs.

Throughout the remainder of the month, XI~ TAC's operational
headquarters was never able to overtake Third Army's fast-traveling
CP. General Patton's headquarters, averaging 20 miles a day, set a
pace which the air command could not match and still maintain its
essential communications with its airfields far in the rear. Accord-
ingly, a small advance echelon was assigned to Third Army's headquarters,
with a direct telephone line to XIX TAC, and General iJeyland flew
forward every other day. or so for personal conference with General
Patton or his Chief of Staff.

8 August 1944.

Beginning its second week in action, the Command on 8 August
struck a new high peal: of activity by flying 717 sorties. Five enemy
aircraft were destroyed and 11 of our planes were lost. Strafing and
dropping 94- tons of bombs, XIX TAC fighter-bombers destroyed 29 loco-
motives, 137 freight cars, 195 motor vehicles, 10 fuel and ammunition



and liflak positions; damaged 2 locomotives, 57 freight cars, 28 MT'
and 26 armored vehicles; cut rail lines at 7 points, and attacked a
troop concentration and 5 fuel dumps, one of which was completely des-
troyed. Recce planes flew 46 tactical, 1 photographic and 6 artillery
reconnaissance missions.

The outstanding features of the day'.s operations were the large
bag of enemy transport destroyed and damaged, and the almost continuous
air cover'provided our ground forces. Improved communications with
67th Reconnaissance Group facilitated the flow of information to the
Army G-2 Section, and in several instances information of enemy AT and
tank concentrations was received in sufficient time to permit A-3 to
order a mission.

"A tremendous day," was the Army G-3 (Air) verdict, "particularly
in the number of I.T destroyed. Attacks of all ground forces were
facilitated."

Cooperation with the ground was increasingly close. One flight
of P-51s reported circling M0RLAIX while ground troops drove the enemy
out of town. Another observed 100-plus German vehicles trapped on a
road north of BREST by US armor at each end of the road.

The enemy was picking up our call signs and by calling himself
"Grandchap Able" (General Ernest's Task Force) or "Eggcup" (4th Armored
Division, he was trying to send our planes into traps or on wild goose
chases, but the transparent trick usually failed to work. He was
clumsy, unfamiliar with our terms, and of course could not
authenticate.

Results were being obtained by our pilots regardless of cost.
For example., 362nd Group lost 4 P-47s on a 40-plane armed reconnaissance
north and east of PARIS in -which they accomplished the following.

Put four 500-lb bombs on a gun position; guns were silenced.

Dropped two frag clusters on another gun position with same results.

Put eight frag clusters and two 500-pound GP bombs on 40 boxcars.

Destroyed 40 boxcars and a locomotive by dropping four frag
clusters and four 500-pounders on marshalling yard. Damaged eight RR
cars by dropping eight 250-pound frags on a second marshalling yard.
Damaged 25 freight cars at another point.

Dropped two frag clusters on an airdrome.

Destroyed 7 1.E.

Strafed 15 freight cars loaded with 155-mn guns.

Later. on their third group missiorioX4w!JA ~ the 362nd's
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fire-eating fighter-bombers put 26 bombs on 11JL L E a )L- A t
three destroyed, four damaged; and 16 on a marshalling yard, hitting
a workshop. On the-deck with their caliber .50 machine-guns, they
bagged two armored cars, two ammunition trucks, a gasoline truck, a
dozen miscellaneous motor vehicles and an enemy-operated jeep.

As the Command moved up in the wake of the Army, it found the
roads everywhere littered with the rusting vreckage of trucks, half-
tracs, tanks and guns knocked out by our planes and US Artillery.

Not only the enemy's vehicles but the fuel to run them was going
up in smoke. On this same day, for instance, 373rd Group, on armed
reconnaissance over the "Orleans Gap" between PARIS and the LOIRE,
reported: "534 bombs in fuel dump. Totally destroyed".

On another mission in the same area, this group spotted thirty
freight cars, mostly oil tankers, entering a marshalling yard in which
were fifty more cars. Results: 8 direct hits, 6 near misses, 6 heavy
black smoke fires, 25 cars destroyed and 50 damaged. For good measure,
the cars were also strafed. The boys were pouring it on.

Before they went home for more bombs and gas, these 32 P-47
pilots put eight 500-pounders on a train, destroying the locomotive
and three cars and cutting the tracks; dropped eight more on 25 rail-
road cars in a marshalling yard, destroying 10 and damaging 10; and
cut tracks in three different places.

The enemy's air had no success in trying to break up this dis-
astrous wrecking of road and rail traffic. Ulhile 405th Group was
destroying some sixty motor vehicles and eight freight cars, three
LE-109s bounced a flight of its P-47s. Only one of the three German
fighters escaped. Increasingly, the enemy began operating in groups
of 20 to 40 or more, and attacking only when he could obtain surprise
and local superiority in numbers. His fighters on the excellent
fields around PARIS were being forced to fight in defense of their
bases. Our fighter bombers were overhead daily now, on armed
recces far ahead of the battlefront, One such mission on this date
extended to the Belgian border.

The Germans meanwhile were making nightly attacks on the vital
bridges around AViATCESS.

Ninth Air Force interrogation of a German airman shot down on
the night of -7 August indicated that in a desperate atternpt to hnock
out the essential bridge at PcOTTAU30BLT, south of AV2:-C'd3S, on 4 Aug, the
ES 293 radio-controlled glider bomb had been used for the first time
against a land target. On 7 August another atternpt was made iath
this bomb, which is normally used against shipping. Ty o of the
bombers were hit by night fighters, and one provided the prisoner who
yielded this information.
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This was the busiest day since XIX .TAC became operational. There
were more missions (72) and more sorties (780) than on any previous
day. Nineteen enemy planes were destroyed, our claims totaling
13-2-0 in the air and 6-0-2 on the ground. Nine of our planes and
pilots were lost.

All but two of the groups flew three missions. The three squad-
rons of the 363rd Group and the 405th and 406th Squadrons of the 371st
Group flew five missions. These squadrons averaged 11 hours and 45
minutes in the air.

The day's outstanding victory was turned in by the 378th Squadron
of 362nd Group. e;'hile flying air cover for XV Corps northeast of
LE I.:AS, the P-47s encountered 12 M3-109s at 300 feet and destroyed
seven. Continuing on their mission, they destroyed 11 YIT and 9 horse-
drawn vehicles.

A rocket squadron, the 513th of 406th Group, was now in action,
and 13 five-inch rockets were launched against ground targets, in
addition to 58-- tons of general-purpose bombs and numerous rounds of
calibre .50 aLmaunition.

The swift advance was continuing. In mid-afternoon, 358th Group
reported "our troops and vehicles observed on nain road as far east
as ST. C~LAIS," and "US troops seen fanning out from LE IKATS area E
and S." Thirty-seven tactical and photographic reconnaissance sorties
aided in keeping an eye on the enemy.

Some of our squadrons on armored column cover were having diffi-
culty in contacting ground control and consequently were missing
opportunities for attacks. One reported, for instance: "3GGCUP (4th
HArmored Division) assigned a target to Squadron, but "C" Channel was
so faint could not get enough information. All bombs returned to
base."

.nother reported "Squadron given J-7608 as target but would not
authenticate, so no attack made." Still another said: "All bombs
returned. ito contact with Eggcup."

.eien contact was established between tanks and planes, the story
was entirely different, as these typical reports from groups operating
on the BRITTAITY PEIfIISULA show:

"Targets assigned by Eggcup. Two direct hits with 500-lb bombs
on s.all buildings .. Co-pletely destroyed'," (Report from eight P-47s
of 371st Group.)

"Contacted Grandcha.p ble (Ernest Task Force). 100 plus horse-
dra-n carts loaded with troops on secondary road...ITany troops and
horses killed." (-.eport from 8 strafing ?-51s of 363rd Group.)
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0 "Vectored by Grandchl ap Able to roU LlMf a|il I ed
80. Destroyed 25 horse-drawn vehicles. 0 troops killed." (Reported
by 7 strafing P-51sof 363rd Group).

Under the pounding from ground and air, the enemy was beginning
to wave the white flag. Reported eight more P-51s: "Strafed column
of 100-plus MD and animal-dravwn vehicles... Continued until white flag
was seen as our troops closed in on column from SW :and E."

Planes covering XV Corps troops advancing in the LE :LAITS area
were encountering enemy fighters.

"V-ctored to enemy aircraft by 79th Div", reported 12 P-47s of
362nd Gp. "Two I.-109s observed 1000 hours at 700 feet altitude.
One I2-109 destroyed; one evaded combat. Losses: nones.."

Another squadron of the 362nd was bounced by 25 enemy fighters in
the ST. CALAIS area east of LEWASo Two lvg-109s were destroyed for no
loss, whereupon the enemy formation broke away and headed east.

Third Army columns were now pushing into the big wasp nest of air
bases between the LOIRE and the SEINE, but enemy fighters were having
little success in defending their home fields and were chiefly trying
to get away. Reported 12 P-47s of 362nd Gp: "Squadron going S at
7,000 feet saw 12 .E-109s going E at 300 feet. Shot down 7." Bombs
were jettisoned for the fight, but afterward the squadron went back
to work against ground targets, its guns destroying 20 vehicles, most
of which exploded. Almost all were going east, which the enemy seemed
to consider the healthiest direction.

Trying any strategem to escape our attack, the Germans were using
red panels on their vehicles in the hope of masquerading as American,
These were reported, for example, in the vicinity of ANiGERS by 8 P-47
pilots of 405th Group, who thereupon gave the red-paneled German column
the works with bombs and. guns.

Far-ranging P-51s of 354th Group, on armed reconnaissance beyond
PARIS, sighted 30-plus JTU-88s on PEIE-CEAPAGI2 Airfield and flew
almost down the muzzles of its guns to strafe the field from 6,000
feet to deck. Six JU-88s were claimed as destroyed and two probably
destroyed. Two light guns and a flak tower were knocked out and one
P-51 lost to flak.

In the AISICON area, 34 P-47s of 373rd Group encountered 25 to
30 single-engine fighters and claimed 3-2-0 for no loss.

10 August 1944

Operations on 10 August were somewvhat reduced by low stratus
clouds moving in from the Channel late in the afternoon.- Ievertheless,
54 missions comprising 659 sorties were flown. Forty-six and a quarter
tons of high-explosive were dropped on targets and 4 enemy planes were
shot down. Six of our aircraft and pilots were lost.
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with claims of 12 locomotives and 254-cars destroyed or damaged.
Other results included 22 tanks and other armored vehicles, 91l M,
2 horse-dran vehicles, .and 5 bridges destroyed or damaged. Seven
gun positions, a radar installation, a troop concentration, an ammu-
nition dump and a marshalling yard were attacked and seven rail lines
cut.

Witith Third Army elements striking his rear, the enemy now had
swung about in the ALENCON-ARENTAN area and his tanks and artillery
were engaging our troops attacking northward from LE MASB. As a
result our fighter-bombers found many good targets for their bombs
and guns.

Sometimes a single bomb or strafing pass wiped out considerable
firepower. Reported by eight P-47s of 371st Gp: "1 bomb on 25 horse-
drawn artillery pieces and 100 troops, then strafed. Many soldiers
and horses killed." Nobody likes to kill.horses, but these were
pulling guns.

Our planes operating in the area of the boundary between the
First and Third US Armies occasionally got emergency requests from
First Army Units needing help.. Reported--362nd Group: "Fourteen
500-pound bombs on mortar position at T-6413. Target assigned by
Murphy (Combat Command B of 2nd Armored Division, First US Army).
Position destroyed. Four aircraft also straged this position." A
similar report came from 371st Group: "Seven 500-pound bombs on
gun position T-6712. Area was marked with smoke and bombed accurately.
No results observed. Murphy reported guns silenced."

Forty-two railroad cars and a flak battery were knocked out at
LORI2IT marshalling yard, when eight P-47s of 36th Group dive-bombed
the yard in the teeth of intense, accurate heavy and light flak
after receiving 4th Armored Division's OK. All returned, though
one was badly damaged by the flak over this heavily defended submarine
base town.

Wide-sweeping railroad recces north, east and south of PARIS to
isolate the eastern battlefield were likewise bearing fruit. Near
V0I\NTARGIS, southeast of PARIS, 12 P-47s of 510th Sq, 405th Group,
twice strafed a loaded troop train consisting of 25 large personnel
cars. The troops detrained with alacrity, but casualties were
believed high. On the same mission these twelve planes destroyed a
30-car train by bombing and strafing, blew up three other cars and
fired two oil cars. One plane was destroyed by flak, but the pilot
was saved.

Observations by our pilots over the battle areas gave a running
record of events, in addition to spotting enemy movenents, gun posi:-
tions and other targets: "US troop convoy on all approaches to
ITATT3S. Fire and smoke in TTA1TT2S." "st. adT.O harbor covered by
smoke." "Observed US troops in red-paneled vehicles in i.-C',AIiT at
1500 hours." "i7 ead of Allied tank column seen at point 8 to 10 miles
ST' of B01EIET2TBLS."

-P-11 __
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Thirty sorties-were flown by our tactical reconnaissance P-51s,

operating chiefly over areas on the outer fringe of operations.
These two-plane patrols contributed considerably to the most effect-
ive use of the available air-power, since fighter-bombers could be
quickly vectored to any important targets spotted and thus less time
was wasted in uneventful armed recces. Two artillery reconnaissance
and two photographic reconnaissance sorties were flown. These types
of recce were being employed chiefly in connection with the continu-
ing attacks on the stubborn BRITTANY ports.

At ST. MALO bitter resistance was being encountered, and the
day's specific air support requests included calls for medium bomber
assistance in reducing the town's Citadel, the coastal defence on the
ILE DE CEZMBIRE, and other heavy batteries controlling the harbor.
These requests were transmitted to Ninth. Air Force and the targets
were subsequently attacked. Meanwhile XTI TAC fighter-bombers con-
tinued the assault on this strongly flak-defended area to the limit
of the abilities of this type of aircraft. The ILE DE CEZ21IE was
made a standard last-resort target .and dumping ground for planes
forced to jettison their bombs, yet at the end of the month the
Germans still doggedly held out there. On several occasions emis-
saries from 83rd Division visited the island by boat under truce and
demanded surrender, only to be told that the Commander had orders
from Der Fuehrer not to give up and would obey them.

BREST'S far more powerful defenses likewise were obviously
beyond the ability of fighter-bombers to crack, and requests for as-
sistance by heavy and medium bombers were transmitted to higher head-
quarters. Throughout the month, attacks of increasing violence were
made by aircraft of all types in cooperation with Third Army troops
assaulting this badly needed port, yet September was to find its gar-
rison still holding out.

One of the six casualties of this day was Col. Morton David
TLagoffin, commanding 362nd Group. Hit by flak while on a dive-bombing
and strafing mission in support of XV Corps east of LE I.TSS, he con-
tinued to lead the squadron in its bombing run hoping that the dive
would blow out fire in his engine. It failed to do so and he pulled
up and bailed out.

The sequel to this episode did not come to light until weeks
later: Colonel IZagoffin fell into enemy hands and was taken to a
hospital in PARIS with a flak wound in his right thigh. Jhen the
enemy evacuated POARIS he hid in a closet and escaped notice. French
surgeons performed a badly needed operation and the Colonel was sub-
sequently evacuated by air to England.

11 August 1944.

The big push to the north and northeast to encircle German
troops in the i:C:TLI:I-FALAISE-ARGdT:TAI. area was now well under ayev
and groups supporting the 5th Armored, 2nd Firench Arnored, and 79th
and 90sorties Infantrotale Divisions were es 454.
Combat sorties totaled 454.
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vJith good ViF cormmunications, 36th Group hit many targets

assigned by ground control, various squadrons reporting destruction
of tanks, 88-mn gun positions, transport and other targets. One was
a camouflaged house and tower assigned as a target by 79th Infantry
Division. Itouse and tower were destroyed by five direct hits with
500-lb bombs. Ten miles. northeast of AI=TCONT enemy tanks were hold-
ing up an American column. Fifteen o00-pounders were dropped and
although 'specific results were not observed the US Column was seen
to move forward.

Another feature of the day's operations was the successful
bombardment of ah enemy railroad gun position which was holding up
progress of the 5th Infantry Division near AITGERS. Forty minutes
after the request for air attack on this position was received at
Combat Operations, Fighter Control at 303rd Wing had vectored the
367th Squadron of 358th Group to the target and the position was
destroyed by two dir.ect bomb hits and four near misses.

Good results were also obtained by the 373rd Group on an armed
railroad reconnaissance of the area south of PARIS. Attacking rail
facilities at nine different points, the group destroyed five loco-
motives and 50 railroad cars, damaged 47 cars, and cut railroad
tracks at three or more places.

For loss of four planes, our groups claimed a total of ten
locomotives, 243 railroad cars, 15 tank cars '42 tanks and other
armored vehicles, 119 motor vehicles, and 20 horse-drawn vehicles
destroyed or damaged. Successful attacks were made on six marshall-
ing yards, five field gun positions, a troop concentration, a head-
quarters, an ammunition dump, a storage building and an airfield, and
ten railroad. lines were cut. Of 15 reconnaissance sorties flown5
10 ;rere tactical, 3 photographic and 2 for artillery adjustment.

During the afternoon 273 heavy bo;bers of Eighth Air Force
attached strongpoints and heavy gun positions in BREST ITPBOR as
previously requested by Third Army through this Command; 643 tons
of bombs W:ere dropped, -.?ith results described as "good to excell-
ent". One bomber was lost to flak.

In the evening 356 3-26s of IX Bomber Command dropped 53- tons
of bombs on the gun defenses at ST. ILL0, results ranging from fair
to excellent. to excellent art III: Closing the Argentan Trap

12 August 1944 .

Despite the continued efforts of saboteurs, communications
through the AVRATCHES gap were sufficiently stable to permit the
transfer of operational control to the forward echelon in the vicin-
ity of ST. JES on this date.

- 16 -
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The principal objectives of the air
in its. fighting progress north from ALEE
recces between LE IMAS and PARIS, to cut off the battlefield and
clear the way to the capital. The plan provided for the usual pro-
tection of the tOIRE flank-.and continued incidental attack on the
ILE DE CEZEIBRE, but comparatively little coverage for the BREST
PENINSULA where- fighting was now largely static around the BREST,
LORIE1T, ST. MALO and PAIJPOL defenses.

In execution of this plan, 41 missions comprising 481 sorties
were flown. No planes were lost and there were no claims against
enemy aircraft. The day's toll included destruction or damaging
of 6 locomotives, 247 freight cars, 16 tanks, 201 motor vehicles,
7 horse-drawn vehicles, a gun carriage, a naval vessel, a barge
and 4 buildings. Eleven rail lines and a highway were cut; 16
field batteries, 6 flak batteries, 2 troop concentrations, an am-
munition dump and four buildings attacked, and 24 fires started.

"A good day. :Third Army units aided materially on all fronts,"
was the G-3 (Air) comment.

The drive north from ALETCON towards ARGEITTA marked the
beginning of the closing of the jaws of the trap which eventually
netted 57,000 Germans. Troops of the Canadian First Army, driving
southward to join Third Army forces near ARGETTAN, played a vital
part in the victory. "There were two dead Germans for every live
one," says an unofficial report, "and the greatest stench of all
time hung over the pocket." On 12 August, however, there was
still plenty of fight in the strong German forces thus entrapped,
and it was a day of bitter fighting.

In an effort to get our planes off their neck, the Germans
again tried trickery, but unfamiliarity with the American idiom--
and jazz music-- tripped them up. Pretending to be "Exclaim"
(70th Infantry Division), an English-speaking German attempted to
vector 36th Group P-47s to points where they could do no harm.
A slight German accent aroused suspicion and one of our pilots
proved the speaker to be a fake by asking him to sing "Mairzie
Doats", The Heinie could not make the grade.

13 August 1944.

The deadly squeeze on entrapped German forces was nearing a
complete strangle on 13 August, and the biggest motor transport
killing of the entire month was made by.37 P-47: pilots of 36th
Group when they found 800 to 1,000 enemy motor vehicles of all
descriptions milling about in the pocket west of ARGZI7TAI. Pounc-
ing upon them with bombs and guns, they claimed 400 to 500 enemy
vehicles burned or blown up. One pilot dropped his belly tank
on 12 trucks and the resulting explosion left them all on fire.

"American and British forces racing to close gap, said this
group's report, vwhich pointed out that the enemy troops in the
pocket were heading generally northeast toward the ranidly closing
escape route between A.1GEi2i? and F
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I street battles in ARG1EITAT, many fires
and much smoke in the vicinity, and a Typhoon strafing our troops
north of the town.

IMeanwhile, Third Army spearheads were moving rapidly ahead
towards PARIS and ORLEANS. "US troops and Vehicles going north and
east past DREUJX, and south and east near ORLEANS," reported 358th
Group pilots at 1900 hours. "Flew to edge of PARIS and encountered
no flak," said a report from 363rd Group P-51s. This observation
proved to be a forerunner of the fall of the capital about a week
later.

All of the day's bag in aerial combat fell, to 382nd Squadron
of 363rd Group, which scored 12-2-1 for loss of a single plane.
Flying assault area cover in the AL I.CON-LEATdS-ITOG~ T LE ROTROU
area, eight P-51s of this squadron bagged 4-1-1 for 1 in an early-
morning fight with 12 I.n-109s and FYJ-190s. On an evening mission,
eight pilots of the same squadron sighted approximately 25 I-109s
and F--190s strafing our troops. The IIustangs destroyed eight --
an average of one apiece. Another 'was probably destroyed and the
rest were driven away.

The growing threat to the enemy's air bases was emphasized when
a squadron of P-47s from 406th Group attacked a field southeast of
C;ATEATUD1IT, claiming eight twin-engined aircraft damaged on the
ground. Rocket-carrying aircraft of the same group attacked railroad
rolling stock and armored vehicles, claiming three locomotives, 25
cars and five light tanks destroyed or damaged.

Claims for the day by all groups included destruction or damag-
ing of 12 locomotives, 227 railroad cars, 45 tanks and.other armored
vehicles, 781 motor vehicles, 10 motorcycles, a barracks, an oil
storage tank, and 10 strongpoints. Fourteen railroad lines were. cut
and a railroad bridge damaged. Successful attacks were made on two
troop concentrations, six marshalling yards and an ammunition dump
(4 hits). Combat sorties totaled 718 and reconnaissance sorties 38.
Claims against enemy aircraft were 12-2-1 in the air and 1-0-8 on
the ground. Ten planes were lost (only one to enemy aircraft).

14 August 1944

The jig was now plainly up for German troops in the ARGMTTT
pocket. Short of supplies and weary of ceaseless attack from ground
and air, they were giving themselves up in large numbers. During
the day our pilots reported the phenomenon of ground troops surrend-
ering to the air. Five miles northeast of A'GITTAT', at 1100 hours
on 14 August, 300 to 400 enemy soldiers surrendered by waving white
flags as 405th Group's 511th Squadron circled. Fighter Control wras
given the position so the nearest ground troops could pick up the
prisoners.

ITinth Air Force P"J interrogators reported that prisoners taken
in the shrinking FALA I3"-VIRE-_:"rTA I1.-2T:-.'LE1TCCLT salient told



of extreme shortages of food and gasoline. DECLAS lS ED
84th Infantry Division fainted during interrogation and it developed "-
that he had had no food for four days except one small piece of bread.
He and his comrades had been told that their field kitchens had-been
bombed. .- -

Said a junior officer of 363rd Infantry Division, who surrendered
on 13 August: "You have bombed and strafed all the roads, causing
complete congestion and heavy traffic 'jams. You have also destroyed
most of our petrol and oil dumps, so there is no future in continuing
the fight." ' .

In the minds Of most prisoners, however, terror of artillery
fire loomed even larger than fear of air bombardment. Among the
prisoners were many foreigners-- Poles, Russians and Yugoslavs-- who
said large drafts of these satellite troops had recently been sent
into the line as cannon fodder. One Pole displayed to the embarras-`
sed interrogator the marks on his bottom caused by an SS man who had
literally booted him into battle.

TWith his airfields around PAIPS endangered and many in process
of evacuation, the enemy appears to have flown fewer than 100 single-
engine fighter sorties on the IJestern Front on 14 -iugust. These were
chiefly in defense of his ground troops.

The only one of our groups to meet enemy air opposition was-
the 405th, flying close support to the 7th Armored Division in the
DURE-UX-TOGS-L LI ROTROU. area. Five P-47s and pilots were lost against
claims of 4-2-1. Four of the five losses were suffered when four'
P-47s, pulling up from reconnaissance about 20 miles'east of D: UK, '
were bounced from above at 3,000 feet by 16 F',-190s which cane in
below the four P-47s flying top cover. Three of the attackers were
claimed as destroyed, plus one probable and one damaged.

It was another day of intense US activity,' and aircraft of this
Cor.iand flew a total of 79 combat missions comprising 665 sorties.
In addition, 18 reconnaissance missions. involving 36 sorties wvere
flown.

Our aircraft were active from the tip of the Brest Peninsula to:
PARIS and from north of the narrowing "pocket" to well down below:
the LOIRE where several marshalling yards were successfully attacked.

Destroyed or damaged were 6 locomotives', 175 railroad cars, 59
armored vehicles, 28 motor vehicles, and a motorcycle. Twelve mun
positions, three marshalling yards, a radar installation, an ar.:uni- i
tion du~mp, and a supply depot were attaced, two. railroad bridges'
damaged, and two railroad lines and a highwa'y cut..

In one ty)ical exariple of effective air support, eish.t aircraft
of 362nd Group were vectored by 4th Arrored Division to- five' 8-:at .
guns northeast of LORI-I2T. -

-" 9 -



Tiley. a.rcle area. was; marked with white smoke, then
destroye. thle .guns with ll di-rect hitS.

Pilats reportfed, ,"fireas at Ct-ARTRES airfield., which appeared
unsev.izeable, and. a violent. explosion at: D3EUX airdrome. The Luft-
waffe was pulling. out..-

15 Au-gust, 1944:-

Eneiy single-engine fighter activity rose sharply on 15 August
to. Ea esEtimaated 3550 sorties, indicating that moreGe1r'l. units had
completed. their- moves to newv bases. The enemy was now operating
almost- entirely- from. 'fields east:,. north and. northeast of PARIS.

VienL eight: I-47s: of 373rd- Group were bounced by eight M.E-109s
at 9,000. tfeet' over BIETI3.GY, our pilots" destroyed .five and damaged
the other: three;. The en.emy pilots were aggressive but seemed tntraited.
Their.evasive aact:ion was poor. On the ground the Thunderbolts
destroyed an. FJ-19Q. and damaged two JU-88s. Three different times
between 16-15 and 1945,: planes from this group bombed or beat up the
base at BRETIGEY7.

The day'-s claims: against, enemy aircraft totaled 13-0-53 in the
air- (,all by 7.-3rd. Group)i and 2-0-7 on the ground. Five of our
planes, were l.ost.

'i.thl many.German ground. troops in a mood for surrender, the
drapping of leaflet bombs was begun .on this date. These were dis-
tributed espec-ially in the area of the poacke-t, now completely
clos ed, together with leass subtle, invitataions -- 500-pound general
purpase bonbs and 50-caalibre slugs..

oc.ke-ts as well as bombs were being used effectively against
tanks, including- the big- heavily armored Tiger. Torth of DREUX,
the 406th Group t.:s Tiger-taming 513th Squadron got four heavy and
one- li.ghtr tank. with. its five-inch rocket projectiles.

In. the "pocket"t area the situation was so fluid that mistakes
were sometimes made,. as when P-47s put- two bombs on a column of
car-:ouflaged trucks. heading north between. FiALAISES and 3TRG'2TTAT.. The
c.olunn. hurriedly displayed yello" snoke and. the attack was checked.

This was another busy day,r with 65.9 combat sorties and 40
t:actical reconnaissance. and. artillery adjustment sorties flovm.

Cn. the grounc the haul included 5 locom.otives,, 114 railroad
c-ars_, 36 arno:red. vehicles,. 97 motor vehicles and 5 barges destroyed
or damaged.. Nine gun: p.ositi.ons-, four airfields and. a marshalling
yard were successfully attacked..

_.IL advance echelon- of thlis CoLmand had leapfrogged forvward to
a wodas north: of LAV.L, andE during: the early morning hours-, the
Third, r.y and IX. TAG headqarters there were strafed by P-47s.
Cne was sho-t do.vr. by antiaircraft fire and the pilot's body was
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identified as that of an Eighth Air Force fiMUl pK *.lM.o EJ

16 August 1944.

After several days of intensive operations, activity was cur-
tailed on 16 August by low stratus clouds which covered airfields in
the CHERBOURG PEITSULA from approximately 1000 to 1500 hours. Ilany
pilots returning from early morning missions were unable to land at
their own airfields. One P-51 crashed near ST. :ERE' EGLISE when it
ran out of gas, but the pilot bailed out successfully. Fourteen
other pilots of 363rd Group were forbced to land in England, where
they refuelled and returned' to base after the weather cleared.

Third Army's foremost armored spearhead now was only nine miles
from the outskirts of PARIS, and the enemy's air was reacting more
strongly in the effort to gain time for evacuation of the great com-
plex of airfields in the capital area. Preferring to attack only
when they outnumber us, the enemy's fighters were operating usually
in patrols ranging from 20 to 80. Our P-51 cover-west and southwest
of PARIS was strengthened accordingly.

The weather during the day favored the enemy, since our bases
were "socked in" for several hours while his were clear. Hourly
attacks by three strafing ME-109s were reported by Combat Command A
of the 4th Armored Division at ORLEANS. These strafers successfully
eluded our fighters, but a probable attack on our ground forces
southwest of PARIS was apparently prevented at 1545 hours when 70-
plus FW-190s, many carrying bombs, were engaged by 8 P-51s of 354th
Group over RAMIBOUILLET FOREST, 10 miles west of the capital. Two
German planes were shot down and two P-51s were lost, but the enemy
force was dispersed toward the south.

Half an hour later, another patrol of eight P-51s sighted
20-plus ME-109s south of DREUX at 11,000 feet. Orbitting in elements
of two, the squadron climbed to 14,000 feet and attacked from above.
At the same instant, 60 or more 1-.E-109s joined the combat, emerging
from, cloud cover to the north. In the next 15 minutes our eight air-
craft-- outnumbered 10 to 1-- were busily embattled from 11,000 feet
to deck. The enemy was aggressive and apparently experienced, but
he tried to turn with our aircraft. When it was all over, our pilots
had destroyed 11 and damaged 2 against losses of two planes and
pilots.

One of the 14 enemy aircraft destroyed during the day was shot
down near PARIS by a P-51 tactical reconnaissance pilot of 10th
Reconnaissance Group. These P-51s, operating in pairs, carry the
regular fighter armament and are amply able to defend themselves, as
they frequently prove to the enemy when bounced by several times
their number.

Flying close cover for the 7th Araor d and 5th Infantry Divi-
sions between DRI-EJX and PALRIS, eight f^6 ,~Al pht ed

50 or more TE-109s on an airfield jus ws t/
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Field, planes, IX, personnel and a gun position were promptly
strafed. At another airfield west of PARIS, 20 or more F'J-190s
were seen, and on a, third farther east, two JU-88s and a hangar
were seen afire. At ETAMPES-MONDESIR airfield, 513th Squadron
of 406th Group scored hits on hangars with its rocket projectiles.

Heavily outnumbered and decidedly outfought by the Allied
Air Forces every since the invasion, the Luftwaffe was being
forced to make excuses to the Army for its inability to provide
proper support. An example was a document found at the Head-
quarters for Southwest France at ANTGERS, in the Third Arnmy area,
and translated by the Air PW Interrogation Unit of Ninth Air Force.
It was issued by the Mlilitary Governor in France for dissemination
to troops down to company level, and said in part: "The ground
soldier in action on the invasion front feels himself depressed
most of all by enemy air superiority. -In spite of the numerical
inferiority of our air force, there have been successes accom-
plished, however, which the single soldier, tied down to his own
narrow section of the front, cannot appreciate. The following
air force information should be made known to the troops so that
they may know what great support the fighting forces are receiv-
ing from their own air force." (There followed figures emphasiz-
ing alleged German air successes against Allied shipping from
6-25 June 1944.)

-With the cutting of a number of rail lines leading to PARIS
from the east, considerable barge traffic on the S-IINT3 RIVER from
ITOR2T north through .L3JIT and COPBEIL to VILLEgV7I3vE was noted by
the A-2 Section. It was pointed out that these barges were
believed to transport quantities of motor fuel toward the battle
area. In subsequent days this barge traffic was successfully at-
tacked by our fighter-bombers.

Because of the weather, only 280 combat sorties and 36
reconnaissance sorties were flown on 16 August. Thirteen enemy
planes were destroyed and four damaged. Five of ours were lost.
Five tanks, 25 lotor vehicles and 55 railroad cars were destroyed
or damaged, two airfields and two gun positions attacked, and
three railroad lines cut.

17 .Auust 1944

In sharp contrast to the previous day, air opposition to our
fighters on 17 August was virtually nil, despite the fact that
the enemry's fields in the P^: : area and east of the capital had
good reather while ours were cloud-covered part of the day. The
only reported enemy activity against our ground forces was straf-
ing of 7?th Division units near DjU[L7. One of the strafers was
shot downa by -A. r'lis attach occurred in the rorning when our
fields were closed in and enomy fields near PARIS were clear.
only tvro enemy planes were seen by our fighters, and both were
shot down near D1LT:J by the saune pilot, Captain pEerson, of 355th
$_,-o54th Group. *



On the BREST PETImISULA, the citadel of ST. fSAL0 surrendered,
while Third Army troops and circling P-47s of 53rd Sq, 36th Group,
loaded with 500-pound bombs, awaited the answer to an ultimatum.
After 35 minutes 83rd Infantry Division radioed the squadron that
the invitation had been accepted. A white flag appeared over the
citadel and the P-47s came home with their 500-pound persuaders.

Incidentally, 83rd Division reported that prisoners captured
in the ST. &MAL0 area since the attack began totaled 11,600.

The clean-up of the Germans attempting to escape from the
ARGENTANT pocket was now in full swing and there were many good
targets, but Allied aircraft were so numerous that they had to
"queue up" to attack. For instance, eight P-47s of 373rd Group
spotted 100 or more tanks and 200-plus MT ten miles southwest of
LISIEUX. The target was already being bombed and strafed by four
P-51s and eight Typhoons, and fifty or more fires were burning.
The P-47s dumped their two 500-pound bombs and 24 frags into the
mess and saw a tank destroyed, but smoke was so thick no other
results could be seen.

Da0Jn, 50 miles from the center of PA.IS, had fallen and
armored units were driving ahead toward the SE3IIE. `Forth of DR3LX,
eight P-47s flying armored column cover were vectored by 5th
Irmored Division to a road junction where anti-tank guns and in-
fantry were holding up the advance. The ground forces marked the
target with white smoke and our Thunderbolts attacked it iWith six
500-pound bombs, four frag clusters, and strafing. Results were
not observed, but the ground forces indicated the guns were des-
troyed and congratulated the squadron leader.

The day in figures: 331 combat sorties, 56 reconnaissance
sorties; 2 eneray planes destroyed in combat, no losses; 10 tanks,
57 motor vehicles, 2 locomotives and 25 railroad cars destroyed or
damaged; 7 railroad lines cut; 4 gun positions, a strongpoint and.
4 marshalling yards attacked.

As the eastward advance continued, Third Army reported
CZA mAUDLI clear of the enemy. Irinediate steps were taken to mal e
this good airfield available to our groups, wh1'ich already iw:ere
laboring under heavy handicaps of range.

Because of the speed of our advance in this area, the Gernans
had not had opportunity to carry out demolitions as extensively as
at most other fields.

A pre-war nilitary and civil airfield, C.'TLJLn'UlT had been
much developed by the German -ir Force, which built the run-ays
and dispersal areas and later extended the landing area to the wrest.
Repairs w'ere expedited, and by 27 uagust the field Tlas -occupied by
our 10th Reconnaissance Grout . It wi.s soon in use also as a re-
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fueoiiig ana-3^-%a~ag»E^-B^ for our fighter-bomber groups operating
to the east.

18 August 1944.

It was harvest time in the ARG T-TRUT pocket, and Allied
aircraft on this date had one of their. biggest days of the war.

Our P-47s of 56th Group, on an early-norning armed reconnai-
ssance, reported 1,000 to 1,500 enemy vehicles headed north "bumper.
to buDcper" in the ARGA,?-TRUI area and later saw a thousand enemy
vehicles of all types encircled by yellow smoke in the FALJAISE area.
To their disappointment our pilots were told not to attack because
they were outside of their area. 11ost of the good targets were in
the area of British responsibility, and-RAF's 2nd Tactical Air
Force rolled up one of the biggest scores of the war against a
concentration of some 7,000 vehicles jamming the roads beyond the
old F2ALAISE gap, now only two miles wide. Attacking with rockets,
bombs, cannon and machine guns, 2nd TAF's Spitfires, Typhoons and
Mustangs claimed 1,159 IT destroyed and 1,724 damaged; 124 tanks
destroyed and 96 damaged. Fifteen hundred sorties were flown and
25 aircraft were lost. One of General Montgomery's staff officers
announced that the power of resistance of the German Seventh Army
in Normandy had been smashed in a day of concentrated air attack.

Although denied a chance at the big jackpot, our groups
accounted for 17 tanks, 206 11T, 30 horse-dravm vehicles, 7 locomo-
tives and 218 railroad cars. Two troop concentrations, a motor
transport park, 5 gun positions, and 3 marshalling yards were at-
tacked. Combat sorties totaled 679; claims were 5-0-2 (air) and
losses 7.

During the day, swiftly advancing columns of XV Corps reached
the S3II!T at I'A:TTES-GASSICOURT and at VEMITON: where they controlled
important crossings of the river and major road and rail routes
into PARIS from the west. With Third Army units now on the SEITE,
a new and much bigger pocket was already well in process of forma-
tion even before the first had been completely liquidated. All
the German troops south of the SEIIIE were endangered as XV Corps
began moving eastward along the river and even established bridge-
heads on the north bank. Other Third Army spearheads were reported
in the PARIS suburb of VERSAILLigS, in the vicinity of I[[LLY south
of P2ARI, and nearing I. ,LU1T on the SEINIE 26 miles southeast of
the capital.

To complete the picture of disaster for the Germans, it was
revealed that Allied forces which had landed in southern France
were 30 miles inland at one point and wrere closing in on the naval
base of TOULOt. Still a third pocket was now in the making, with
US Seventh Arry moving northward between the RIO01IE and the ALPS
toward a junction with our Third Army.

mELL.I



Part IV: Paris Falllls

Our pilots flying over PARIS on 19 August reported fires and
explosions, indicating demolitions. Encirclement of the capital
was now well under way. Third Army patrols were 12 miles north
of the SEINE at a point 30 miles northwest of the capital, while
south of the city.the enemy was taking up positions on high
ground in vain attempts to check General Patton's columns thrust-
ing eastward.

Air operations on this date were sharply curtailed by a cold
front moving across our bases and target areas from west to east.
Several successful missions were flown in the morning, but the
front closed down our bases in the afternoon, then moved into the
target areas. Results included destruction of 20 SEINE RIVER
barges and damage to 91 more; other ground targets destroyed or
damaged included 18 motor vehicles, an armored vehicle, 2 loco-
motives, 9 railroad cars and 2 power launches. Two gun positions
were attacked and a rail line cut. Combat sorties totaled 212 and
reconnaissance sorties 34.

Sharp aerial combat occurred, and 9 enemy aircraft were des-
troyed (8 of them in the air) against loss of 5 planes and pilots.

Flying close cover to armored units in the DRXE-IIlTTES
GASSICOuRT-ClGkRTRES-E3TAPES area, 8 P-47s of 571st Group chased
away 18 enemy fighters apparently dive-bombing five riles east of
DRUX3 and destroyed two for no loss.

'hile strafing F?7-190s on the ground near P01O0ISE, 406th
Group's 513th Sq was bounced by a number of enemy fighters. 'hen
512th Sq attempted to help, it in turn was bounced by 30 to 40
enemy aircraft at 8,000 feet. The enemy kept some of his air-
craft above the overcast, sending them down in twos and fours to
take part in the fight. Final claims were 5-0-5 in air and 1
destroyed on the ground for loss of 5.

20 August 1944.

Shortly before dark on 20 August, pilots of 406th Groupe'r
reported the main highway from PARIS to SEZAI=E loaded with dis-
persed enemy motor vehicles headed east. !'arshalling yards at,
JCIGYL and SESZAZEE were likewise loaded. Obviously the Germans
were pulling out of PARIS, and confirmation cane from many quar-
ters, presaging the city's fall.

As Third Army units drove ahead to secure the line of the
SEITE both above and below PARIS, the Germans said rioting had
broken out in the wrench capital and threatened to shoot anryone
disobeying orders. US patrols There reported ten niles-fron the
center of the city.
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WJest of PARIS, too, the Germans were retreating, many cross-

ing the virtually bridgeless SE2II2e during the night by pontoon,
by ferry, and even by swimming.

At the ferry slips our planes dropped delay-,fused bombs set
for detonation during the night, at the probable peak of the
hurried, nocturnal exodus of supermen*

Rain and low ceilings limited combat sorties to 388 and re-
connaissance, sorties to, 36. Road and rail transport provided the
principal targets, and claims included 65 motor vehicles, 33 ar-
mored vehicles, 12 locomotives and 150 railroad cars destroyed or
damaged. Seven rail lines were cut and two marshalling yards,
three ferry landings and a machine-gun nest attacked. Claims in
aerial combat were 6-0-1 and losses 3.

Despite the weather, 362nd Group had a busy day providing
cover to the 7th Armored and 5th Infantry Divisions in the DREPU-*-

[ICAKiTES GASSICOURT-ETA3?ES-CIARTRES area. With frags, 500-pound
GP and strafing, they destroyed'several tanks and attacked troops.
Aircraft of this group also planted delay-fused bombs at ferry
landings on the 3SEIE and accounted for all of the day's claims
against enemy aircraft. All the losses were also suffered by the
362nd.

Eight P-47s of the Group's 378th Sq were bounced by 12 I.-109s
and 20 F'fi-190s at 5,000 feet about 12 miles southwest of PARIS at
1545. Despite the odds of 4 to 1, the Thunderbolts destroyed six
and damaged one for loss of 2 planes and 2 pilots. A third P-47
was lost on a later mission.

Covering the 5tli Armored and 79th Infantry Divisions in the
I,:AfdES-GASSICCOLT-S:EITU2 RIVER area, 355th Group destroyed or dam-
aged several tanks, shot up barges carrying enemy tanks across
the JEI17E, chased away two F-B.-190s and scored a direct bomb hit
on a machine-gun nest marked by white smoke.

Armed recces by 371st and 406th Groups caused the enemy con-
siderable havoc in crowded marshalling yards and along his road
and rail communications to the east and south.

21 August 1944.

All combat aircraft of this command were grounded throughout
the day on 21 August by the worst weather of the month. A warm
wave occurring in connection with a cold front gave rise to low
ceilings and radn over the entire north portion of France, re-
stricting air operations to a single uneventful reconnaissance
sortie, flown along the LOIRE in the A1TGERS area.

Armored advance elements of Third Army meanwhile were report-
ed in SETS, 65 miles southeast of PARIS; east of PITHIVIERS, 50
miles south of the capital; and moving eastward from OELEANTS along
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Increasing vulnerability of the German Air F'orce, driven from
some of its best fields to landing grounds north and northeast of
PARIS, was demonstrated during 22 Au-ust vwhen fig'hters of 7:l;± T'ac-
tical Air Corm-iand destroyed 20 enemy fighters for loss of one.
Complete claims were 16-3-1 in the air an'd 4-0-4 on the ground.

Fifteen P-51s of 354th Group, on a fighter sweep in the
CcGI.:-2PIEGiE-F 2.-AY-S.TS area, hit the jackpot, destroying 12 1-2-109s
without loss. Eight were destroyed in the air as they were taking
off from a new grass field five miles east of -P2:AY. At BAL7TAI3-
1IIVILLIERS, 4 IZ-109s on the ground were destroyed by strafing.

Two more victims were added by 362nd Crou) when one of its
squadrons supporting the 7th A.rmored and 5th Infantry Divisions
was bounced by 15 to 20 1S-109s at I.JTMES GASSICCURT.

On armed reconnaissance in the I.:EAUZ-CI:LCOIS-TROY?_S- :3LU
area, 358th Group P-47s ran into 25 or more IE-109s just west of
CHPLOZS and claimed 4-2-1 for loss of one. Later, on a special
mission to strafe CREIL airdrome, the Group destroyed two-.ET-110s
in the air and damaged three more of these twin-engined fighters
and one HE-lll on the ground.

Flying 333 combat -sorties, our aircraft dropped 16-3/4 tons
of GP bombs and 26 frag clusters, plus 18 leaflet bombs. Ten gun
positions, an ammunition dump and a marshalling yard were attacked,
and 120 railroad cars, 2 locomotives, 53 motor vehicles, and 5
tanks were destroyed or damaged. Reconnaissance sorties totaled 60..

One of the AA batteries of Third Army reported that the
Germans were using the ancient fake dogfight trick. Two F'J-190s
with no markings and three i.-109s with US markings simulated,
aerial combat, then all suddenly dived and strafed a US colurm.

Third Army was continuing its swift push to the east, with
elements of the 4th Armored Division reported 15 miles beyond the
crossing of the Y0IE RIVER at SE7S. XV Corps units, patrolling
along the River UREU and advancing northwest along the SE3IE
toward LOUVIERS, were encountering stiff resistance. In PARIS,
French patriots were reported using light artillery against the
Germans.

23 August 1944.

With the enemy endeavoring to give increased air support to
his hard-pressed ground forces, especially along the SEIIT3 west
of PARIS, Third Army reported on 23 August that the 79th Division
bridgehead in the I1\IATES GASSICOURT area was attacked by rocket
planes intermittently during the day. Our air cover in the area
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s planes were seen.

Flying ce ae ahead of our columns thrusting
east past S-IS and TRCU3, -P-47s of 362nd Group had just dropped
eight 500-lb bombs on a gun position east of. JCIGItY when Combat
Co-mmSand A of 4th Armored Division reported it was being strafed
12 miles northeast of SM.TS. The remaining bombs were jettisoned,
and the Thunderbolts, from 9,000 feet, bounced five 2lS-109s at
6,500 feet, shooting down 2 and probably another for no loss.

In all, this Cormand flew 463 combat sorties and 70 recon-
naissance sorties on 23 August, despite poor visibility, cloud
and showers over bases and targets during part of the day.

Claims against enemy aircraft totaled 5-4-7 for loss of two
(one of which was to flak).

The day's bag of ground targets included 114 motor vehicles
destroyed, 38 others damaged, 63 horse-drawn vehicles destroyed
or damaged, and 4 tanks stopped or fired. Four gun positions, two
ammunition dumps and a marshalling yard were successfully attacked,
and our aircraft accounted for 11 locomotives and 64 cars destroyed
or damaged. A roundhouse and four lines were cut.

As General Patton's forces meanwhile continued to advance,
having crossed the SEINE both above and below. PARIS, word was re-
ceived that the French capital was now in Allied hands, having
fallen to French Forces of the Interior. Third Army's 2nd French
Armored Division (now placed under First Army control) subsequent-
ly'entered the capital, together with First Army's 4th Infantry
Division. The great encircling thrust 'by General Patton's Army
had caused the capital to fall like the proverbial ripe plum.
Another phase was now at an end.

24 August 1944.

Low ceilings and poor visibility over the target areas in
the vicinity of PARIS restricted our combat activity on 24 August
to 12 missions totaling 164 sorties. The weather also handicapped
the enemy and probably accounted for the fact that no German
planes were seen.

The rocket-firing 513th Squadron of 406th Group launched 12
of its projectiles at 105-mm guns near KANTES and claimed four
destroyed and two damaged. Five 88-mm guns also were attacked.
Other aircraft of the 406th, on armed reconnaissance southeast of
PARIS, destroyed 40 cartaof an ammunition convoy and disrupted
railroad traffic. Along the LOIRE between 0RLEANS and TOURS 371st
Group likewise did a little "working on the railroad". The only
other group able to operate to any extent was the 362nd, which
flew cover to the 7
IILU'IT area, destroy
dropping 12 leaflet

Divisions in the
and incidentally
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WIo high-explosive bombs were carrie g g E J
ing destroyed or damaged a total of 55 railroad cars, two locomo-
tives, 68 motor vehicles, three tanks and armored vehicles, and
40 ammunition cars; 12 field gun positions were attacked and two
headquarters left burning. Twenty-nine reconnaissance sorties
were flown.

On the ground, Third Army's XII and XI Corps, southeast of
Allied-occupied PARIS, continued their swift thrust to the east,
while XV Corps, now operating under' First Army, moved eastward to
aid in entrapping German forces remaining south of the lower SEIIE.

Part V: Driving the Luftwaffe out of France.
5 Augu's 1944.

This was the day that broke the back of the German fighter
force in France.

In aerial combat and in strafing attacks on'enemy airfields,
P-51s and P-47s of IX and XIX Tactical Air Commands destroyed a
total of 127 planes (77 in the air and 50 on the ground). Eleven
others were probably destroyed and 53 damaged, making a total of
171 German planes whose destruction, probable destruction, or
damaging was claimed. Losses of the two coimands totaled 27
aircraft.

In Gerrany, too, the Luftwaffe suffered serious losses.
Eighth Air Force fighters, escorting heavy bombers, claimed 11
destroyed in the air and 40 on the ground.

Total claims for ITinth and Eighth Air Force fighters during
the day (both air and ground) thus came to 178 destroyed, 13 pro-
bably destroyed and 63 damaged -- a grand total of 254 planes.

XIX TAC's share of the bag totaled 36-1-8 in the air and
18-4-0 on the ground, or 54-5-8, all told, against loss of 8
planes and 7 pilots.

P-51 pilots of 354th Group, flying fighter sweeps north and
northeast of PARIS with special attention to enemy airfields, had
one of the biggest days in the history of this crack unit. All
of the claims in aerial combat were theirs (36-1-8) and in addi-
tion they destroyed 13 single-engine fighters on the ground at
fields near BEfJJUAIS and REIBS. Operating by squadrons, they were
always out-numbered; late in the day, for example, 12 P-51s
fought 45 or more FW;-190s and I3-109s north of BEAUVAIS, claiming
15-0-5 and losing four.

There were renewed evidences that the LUFT7.AFFE was finding
its bases in the PARIS area too hot to hold. Orr pilots reported
that some of the enemy fighters sighted were carrying belly tanks
and were headed east. Facilities at R01.ILLY-SUL.-SEINE, UI=,T-
7ILL~ACCCI and TROOES were being de i d at h1ff S
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Foremost mechanized cavalry elements were now about 15 miles

east of TROYES, which meant they were approximately 100 miles
southeast of PARIS and 120 miles from the German border. Mean-
while, far to the west, VIII Corps began a determined attack upon
beleaguered BREST, which was being heavily bombarded by sea and
air.

Flying 632 combat sorties, the Command claimed the following
results against -ground targets in addition to the harvest reap-

ed in the air: 266 motor vehicles, four tanks, 44 locomotives
and 164 cars destroyed or damaged; five marshalling yards attacked
and five lines cut; three field gun positions, four troop concen-
trations, an ammunition dump and eight military buildings
destroyed; five airfields attacked and two hangars destroyed. In
anti-shipping operations off BREST, two naval vessels are claimed
as destroyed and three naval and nine merchant vessels damaged.
Four P-51s of 10th Reconnaissance Group flew artillery adjustment
sorties for corps artillery at BREST, noting many hits on enemy
gun positions and shipping. Reconnaissance sorties totaled 64.

26 August 1944.

After his heavy air losses of the previous day, the enemy
avoided combat with our fighters on 26 August and the day's bag
totaled only two enemy aircraft destroyed and one damaged, all
three on the ground.

Our groups on armed recces, patrols and armored column cover
flew 528 sorties. Four planes were lost. Targets were success-
fully attacked both in the BREST area and in advance of our
forces pushing on from southeast of PARIS toward Germany. Results
included 315 motor vehicles, 22 armored vehicles, 75 horse-drawn
vehicles, three motorcycles, eight locomotives and 106 railroad
cars destroyed or damaged; 16 rail lines cut, a bridge and nine
merchant vessel damaged and 10 barges destroyed or damaged. At-
tacks also were made on 30 enemy buildings, a radar station, five
strongpoints, an oil tank, a factory and three airfields.

Indications were seen that the enemy might bring jet-propelled
fighters into action against our aircraft soon if he could muster
sufficient numbers. A probable L3G-262 twin- jet-propelled fighter
was sighted by pilots of 405th Group on 25 August, and on the 26th
the same group reported contrails at 20,000 feet in the vicinity
of CAEN, traveling at an estimated speed of 500 miles per hour.

27 August 1944.

wiith Anerican forces now across the :CZ'Nd at two points near
1:ATS and advancing rapidly, German fighter bases along that his-
toric river quickly became untenable and the remnants of the
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Luftwaffe in eastern France were forced S
Enemy fighters were again conspicuously absent, and the only

claims in aerial combat were made by two tactical reconnaissance
P-51s of 10th Reconnaissance Group, which were bounced by 12
lE-109s between VERDULT and BAR-LE-DUC. Results: one 2E-109 des-
troyed, one probably destroyed. Three more of the Command's
total losses of eight planes during the day were suffered by the
reconnaissance group. One was shot down by small-arms fire while
directing artillery at BRFST and two others failed to return from
a mission in the DIJOT area.

Supporting ground forces in the B2EST area, 358th Group
scored at least nine direct bomb hits on two gun positions, put
several !Napalm bombs in a target area marked by smoke and damaged
three merchant vessels. In connection with the BURST attack, 362
Group got 19 direct hits on six gun positions and other results
were reported good to excellent by ground controller. One flight
leader was reported killed apparently by our own artillery fire
w.hile flying at 30 feet.

Considerable execution against enemy troops and transport
was done by 406th Group, supporting ground forces in the 1,MI.JT-
PR0.TITS area with its rockets and guns; by 36th Group on a simi-
lar mission; by 363rd Group along highways east of PARIS; and by
405th Group on armed recce south of the LOIRE. A rail-cutting
project to cut off main escape route of Germans entrapped south
of the LOIRE by Third and Seventh Army successes was begun by the
Coi'mand, and 371st Group reported cutting railroad tracks at five
places in the CI"TEUROUC-B..S-.ICO.r area.

In all, 650 fighter-bomber sorties and 63 reconnaissance
sorties were flovm. Results included 44 tanks and other armored
vehicles, 379 motor vehicles, 238 horse-drawn vehicles, 11 loco-
motives, 45 railroad cars and 10 vessels or barges destroyed or
damaged. 'orty-nine gun positions, 9 troop concentrations, a
headquarters, an ammunition dump, 12 barracks buildings, two flak
towers and a tunnel were attacked and five rail lines cut.

28 August 1944.
US troops of First and Third Armies had crossed the ARNTE

on a 90-mile front between PARIS and CIL'iLONS and were pressing on
topiard the AISC3.. Cur pilots over CHAT TU-TISRRY in the morning
reported the streets filled with American soldiers and equipment.

Lorw cloud during mruch of the day restricted operations to
196 Li'tcer-cborber and C8 reconnaissance sorties. In the DIJCI-
3DX3; ,"CGr area the enemy was seen to be ,la kin strenuous efforts
to escape northeast:ard toward Germrany, and during the brief
periods of flying weat c effective attac:s wore Dade on these
transport targets, iLn edition to the usual fighter sweeps and
direct su-port both to forces -a taling- B2,3T , and those advanc-
ing eastwzard in the are" of the :
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area, the 405th Group destroyed 11 enemy aircraft by bombing and
strafing an airfield near NEUFCHATEAU. A train nearby was seen
to be carrying 13 JU-88 fuselages, and 11 of these were destroyed
the other two being damaged.

Results of the day's attacks included 34 locomotives, 148
freight cars, 158 motor vehicles and 6 tanks destroyed or damaged;
two lines cut; four gun positions, a command post, five river
craft and an airfield attacked, and seven hangars destroyed.
Against enemy aircraft our claims were 3-0-0 in air and 11-0-0 on
the ground. Three of our planes were lost. Tactical reconnais-
sance P-51s accounted for one of the claims and one of the losses.

29 August 1944.

Because of completely unflyable weather on this date, only
one combat mission was undertaken and no targets were attacked.
The pilots being forced to return to base 30 minutes after take-
off. The day's total activities consisted of these Eight abbre-
viated combat sorties and four reconnaissance sorties.

Despite rain and mud, Allied advances continued, both in the
First and Third US Army areas east and northeast of PARIS and in
the British-Canadian sector north of the lowere SEINE where
advances were threatening ROUEN, LE HAVRE and the whole "flying
bomb" coast. American forces had secured the line of- the IMARNE
as far east as VITRY-LE-FRAITCOIS, only about 100 miles from the
German border. CHATEAU-THIERRY and other battlefields in the
AISINE-.MA12 area which had been fought over for months in the
previous world war had been captured within a few hours by US
armored columns.

30 August 1944.

A cold front was sweeping over Western Europe, and the result-
ing low ceilings and rain continued to blot out our bases and
target areas. As a result, all XIX TAC operations were scrubbed
with the exception of two weather recces flown by 10th Reconnais-
sance Group. Third Army, meanwhile, continued its advances, with
:Z Corps troops beyond REIT1S3 and XII Corps advancing eastward from
CHALOIIS-SUR-MAPEM and VITRY-LE-FRAKCOIS.

Control of XIX TAC operations now shifted far eastward from
the vicinity of LAVAL to a new advance headquarters site in the
FORET DE IIARCi=TOIR, between ORLEANS on the LOIRE and the airfield
at CEATEAUDUN.

51 August 1944.

'Jith the close of the month, four IAllied armies were advanc-
ing rapidly north and northeastward on a front extending from the
mouth of the SEINTE to the IUSE at VERLDUT, 60 miles from the
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German border. On the eastern end of the front, Third
had crossed the IMUSE and were sweeping on past VERDUN and
COI&ERCY, in the area of the ARGONIE FOREST and ST. IIHIEL. Third
Army had now taken more than 70,000 prisoners. To the west, First
US Army forces had freed LAON and were in the outskirts of SEDAN,
eight miles from the BELGIAN frontier. Still farther west the
British had taken AIEENS and established a strong bridgehead
across the S01ME. The Canadians, advancing from ROUEN, were with-
in 17 miles of DIEPPE.

In support of Third Army the fighter-bombers of this co,.and
on 31 August flew 18 missions comprising 313 sorties, despite con-
tinued bad weather, dropping 60-3/4 tons of general purpose bombs
39 tanks of Napalm and 16 leaflet bombs. Twenty rockets were dis-
charged and considerable strafing done. There no claims against
enemy aircraft and no losses. Results included 134 motor vehicles
and 8 tanks destroyed. Attacks were made on 37 gun positions, a
headquarters, a troop concentration, two strongpoints and a barracks.
and 22 roads were cut.

Our aircraft were now frequently flying over German territory
as General Patton's Third Army approached the borders of the Reich.
As the month ended, it could be said with truth that the battle
for France had ended and the battle for Germany had begun.
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During August the groups under operational control of this

Command flew a total of 12,292 fighter-bomber sorties. One
hundred and fourteen aircraft were lost, but many of the pilots
bailed out safely over friendly territory or found their way
back through enemy lines. Our pilots claimed 163 enemy aircraft
destroyed in aerial combat and 66 on the ground. Complete
claims follow:

Destroyed Prob. Des. Damaged

~nemy aircraft (in aerial combat) 163 16 34

Enermy aircraft (on ground) 66 4 28

Figures give only a partial picture of the results obtained
during this crowded month of operation, since smoke, dust and the
fleeting nature of fighter-bomber attack frequently make assess-
ment impossible. After many attacks which pilots dismissed
simply as "ITRO" (no results observed), ground troops reported
"guns silenced" or "results excellent" and were seen to move for-
ward.

Pilots' claims against ground targets include destruction or
damaging of the following:

4,058 motor vehicles

466 tanks and other armored vehicles.

598 horse-drawn vehicles

246 locomotives

2,956 railroad cars

155 barges and other river craft

18 merchant vessels

8 naval vessels.

Stationary targets attacked by bombing or strafing, or both,
include the following:

222 gun positions

39 marshalling yards

11 ammunition s
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3 radar installations

17 airfields

7 headquarters

44 troop concentrations and bivouac areas

58 barracks and other enemyv buildings

122 rail lines were cut

Reconnaissance aircraft flew a total of 599 missions during
August, of which 522 were successful. Missions flown consisted
of the following:

Tactical Reconnaissance 329

Photo Reconnaissance (Day) 258

Night Photo 12

Total 599

In awarding General W'.eyland the Bronze Star, General ratton
commended the XIX Tactical Air Comrmand as follows:

"The superior efficiency and co-operation afforded this army
by the forces under your cormrand is the best example of the conbined
use of air and ground troops I have ever witnessed.

"Due to the tireless efforts of your flyers, large numbers of
hostile vehicles and troop concentrations ahead of our advancing
columns have been harassed or obliterated. The information passed
directly to the head of the colurms from the air has saved tine and
lives.

"I am voicing the opinion of all the officers and men in this
army when I express to you our admiration and appreciation for
your magnificent efforts."
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